
Sunday, March 21st 

At 10am-12:30pm US EST 

$27,00  

(registration close one Sat. March 20th) 

 

We don’t need to develop our Sacred Feminine energy, it is not 

something we have to learn, or someone can teach us about it. 

The Sacred Feminine as well as the sacred masculine are energies, 

or forces, that naturally resides within ourselves. What we  really 

need is to reconnect to their natural flow, and let them emerge 

from within ourselves and express their creative force through our 

gifts so that our potential can fully manifest. 



The Sacred Feminine is a powerful and important force that rule the creative law of the 

universe. It is not opposed to the Sacred Masculine, it is indeed complementary to it 

and vice-versa. One force doesn’t exclude the other; one the contrary, one supports 

and nurtures the other.  

When we repress or suppress any of these two internal  forces is when problem start 

to rise. Usually the feminine energy feels neglected, misused and also abused. The 

masculine energy feels disempowered, so it starts to act out by overpowering the 

feminine polarity. The result is that both sacred energies are damaged by us who 

ignore and forget to nurture their existence within each and every one of us.  

 

The ancient Hindu describes the creation of the Universe has an 

eternal love making between Shiva and his consort Parvati.  

Based on their stories the Universe exists because of their never 

ending union in bliss:-) 

This workshop is about reconnecting to the eternal love between these two forces 

within each and every one of us. Yes, we all have both, we all can access the beautiful 

feminine energy of compassion, creativity, beauty, sensitivity and action as well as the 

masculine energy of logic, intuition, practicality, inspiration and much more. 

We start from the Sacred Feminine energy which pain is vibrating the cosmo through 

centuries, and when we activate the profound healing energy of the Primordial Mother 

,everything in the cosmo heals.  



So what is this workshop about? 

Through the art of Kundalini Rhythms Dance©  we are going to reconnect and 

integrate the energy of the Sacred Feminine to develop a deep sense of healing, 

expansion, and new creative inspiration. 

Our Dance will be inspired by an intention to unify and amplify the frequency of love. 

Why is it important to re-connect to the Sacred Feminine? 
Re-connecting to the sacred feminine helps the healing process within ourselves as 

individuals and between the masculine and the feminine polarities which result in full 

integration and harmony.  

There is not healing until we accept both polarities as part of unique creative 

existence. There is not healing if we want revenge on the opposite force, the 

masculine didn’t hurt the feminine, but it is true that a toxic masculinity has emerged 

from neglecting and abusing the sacred feminine.  

There will not be healing if one force wants to overpower the other, healing is possible 

if we start to nurture ourselves staring with the creative forces within us, and it is 

important to start with the sacred feminine because the sacred feminine represents 

the PRIMORDIAL MOTHER from which all creation has sprung 

  

What’s special about this workshop? 

A Kundalini Rhythms Dance©  class session for LOVE 

We are going to learn a beautiful and simple CHOREOGRAPHY OF LIGHT©   to 

anchor the light of love in the Earth wherever we are dancing. 

And we are going to dress up as the beautiful Self we are :-) 



Will this workshop be recorded? 

Unfortunately no, only the final choreography performance will be recorded. 

Because of the intimate nature of this dance technique the workshop will not be 

recorded.  

For creative and promotional purpose the final choreography performance will be 

recorded, if for any reasons you don’t want to be recorded, please inform Simona, and 

you can turn off your camera while we record. 

In addition you can also send a short video while you are still dressed up to be edited 

in for the full performance video. More details will be given at the beginning of the 

workshop. REMEMBER: being part of the recording is optional and you can opt to 

turn your camera off, but joining the full final show it’s a truly empowering moment.  

What do you need for this workshop? 

Space to move around in your room, notebook, a blanket nearby, comfy clothes for 

the first part, and fancy clothes and make up for the final part (still comfy, but fancy, if 

you don’t have make-up don’t worry :-))  

How to Sign up: 

Please return to the website, and choose to pay with square or PayPal, you can also 

use Venmo. 

Cost of the workshop is $27 

We close registration on Saturday March 20th 



Please make sure to communicate the e-mail you want the link to be sent to in case it 

is different from the e-mail you use to sign up. 

On Saturday 20th, I’ll send the link and the passcode to access your zoom classroom. 

Please note: the workshop fee is not refundable 

If you need to communicate with Simona Dharma Devi before the workshop text 

or whatsapp to +1 (862)203-0082 or kundalinirhythmsdance@gmail.com 


